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G’day Classroom 
Profilers,
Well, well, well… some 
interesting times in 
education have occurred 
since our last newsletter 
due to COVID-19! Whilst 
it has been a difficult 
time for teachers, schools, 
parents and students 
there have been so many 
positives as well. Seeing 
and hearing about 

teachers collaborating to plan and deliver teaching 
and learning in a new way for so many of us has been 
uplifting. All coming together to problem solve and 
persevere. Not to mention our newly acquired skills 
in ICT, digital learning and remote meetings. Who 
knew you could change your background in so 
many webconferencing platforms? Not I. And the 
Zoom bomb by family members and pets during 
your important work meeting is now a thing. 
Brilliant! 

As the social distancing restrictions are gradually 
lifted we will be able to get back into the swing of 
delivering some training courses again. Check out 
our training calendar on the website to see when 
and where you can access one. If you are a QTU 
member you will also receive an email from QuEST 
advertising training courses happening in your 
geographic area. Very simple process to register. 
Just follow the links.  

Our next Instructor Working Party Days are coming 
up on Thursday 6th August and Friday 7th August 
(Week 4). The venue will be Bribie Island State School. 
All Instructors are welcome and encouraged to 
attend or contribute in other ways if travel presents 
a problem. The three main WP Day sub groups will 
be focussing on contemporary research based 
updates to the Profiling Template, refining and 
aligning our training packages, and administrative 
matters for the association. An invitation will be 
sent out soon to confirm attendees. With our new 
found ICT skills we are also putting some thought 

PRESIDENT’S 
PRATTLE
by Classroom Profiling Association President Pete Keen

to possible Zoom hook ups through the day to 
allow those interested to contribute. 

It was great to receive a Lighthouse School renewal 
submission from Kingaroy SHS recently. They are 
one of our original Lighthouse Schools from 2018 
and are doing some really outstanding CP work 
in their school. If you are interested in showcasing 
your school’s use of CP and being celebrated by 
the association as a Lighthouse School please 
contact Tracy via info@classroomprofiling.com to 
request an application package. There are no costs 
involved and you’ll get a shiny trophy and email 
signature block banner for display to brag to your 
neighbouring schools, as well as your own school 
community, regarding the effort you put into staff 
development and student engagement!

Have a great term! Keep spreading the good word 
about Classroom Profiling to your colleagues. Every 
student deserves to have an outstanding teacher! 

Pete Keen 

President, CPA Inc.

Click to Follow CPA Inc.:
@classroomprofilingassociation

Thanks to all those who’ve contributed 
to this Term’s newsletter including 

Allison and Josh (pictured above) from 
Maryborough State High School for their 

contribution to Double Dip tips.
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Excitingly, there are many 
colleagues entering into research 
to test the validity and reliability 
of Classroom Profiling. The latest 
published author is none other 
than our President, Pete Keen. 

In the book, School Leader as 
Researcher, Edited by David 
Turner, Chapter 5 is entitled 
by Pete Formative Teacher 
Evaluation: Classroom 
Profiling as a collaborative 

process for professional growth. In this chapter, Pete 
outlines the research indicating how teaching improvement can 
be achieved through observation, feedback, and coaching.  A 
broad picture of the impact of teachers on learning outcomes for 
students is provided, successful international education system 
and school improvement models explained and how this work is 
contextualised within Queensland. Pete then goes on to outline 
what Classroom Profiling is and how it can be described as 
a formative teacher evaluation process assisting teachers to 
critically self-reflect on their practice and set goals to improve 
over time (Jackson, Simoncini, Davidson, 2013). 

When reading this chapter I took away some rich research 
statements that I have now incorporated into my trainings and a 
huge injection of motivation and pride in the work Mark Davidson 
has done and shared with so many over the years and how we 
as an Association are continuing to expand and growth. 

Some of the research quotes that resonated are: 

Teachers are among the most powerful influences in learning. 
(Hattie, 2012, p.22)

Collaborative collegial engagement in the form of observation, 
feedback and coaching is a high-yield strategy to improve 
teaching and learning. (Marzano 2012).

The correlation between teachers’ self-reported abilities and 
their actual practice is not strong (Kaufman and Junker, 2011) 
Reflective teachers motivated to improve will actively submit 
their teaching beliefs and practices to critical examinations. 
(Brookfield, 2017)

Janet’s 
Jottings

by Classroom Profiling Association Secretary Janet Thomson

Classroom Observations and feedback is a way to achieve this 
critical examination, allowing teachers to become aware of their 
pedagogical approach where improvements can be realised. 
(Guss et al., 2013 ; Khachatryan, 2015: Lowder et al., 2017)

Teaching improvement has been identified as one of the 
key drivers influencing the rate and the extent of school 
improvement. (Hattie, 2009,2012, 2016).

Pete succinctly explored many of the research concepts that 
are embedded into all Classroom Profiling trainings and it was 
a great reminder of just how excellent this tool is at building 
teacher capacity. What we know intuitively about maintaining 
the integrity of the CP process through quality training is 
significantly backed by research. 

Specifically:
• outlining that high levels of trust are a necessary precondition 
to significantly increase the impact of this form of professional 
development. 

• regarding the skill of the observer – if there is any bias of 
the observer there is an unintended tendency for the observer 
to note evidence that affirms those preconceptions. Again a 
highly important part of any training, ensuring quality assurance 
across observation, classification and accurate recording as per 
Module B. We want to achieve the highest level of correlation 
between profilers as possible. Attending refreshers and co-
profiling are excellent ‘check-ins’ around this concept. As is 
attending higher levels of training 

• facilitating the guided reflection session for actionable 
feedback ensuring profilers presenting the specifics of what 
was observed without projecting judgement about attitude, 
knowledge or competence of the teacher (Keen, 2019 p110) 

• leading to ongoing support and opportunities to engage 
in professional conversations in the form of coaching. Taking 
the process of Classroom Profiling and embedding it into your 
school context and school improvement agenda. 

• using data - we use the teacher’s profile and the Summary of 
Collated Data to do this. In this way the teacher owns their data 
and the profiler assists with analysis and self-reflection leading 
to goal setting. If you have data please submit it to info@
classroomprofiling.com so we can keep this valuable research 
base up to date. 

It really was a validating read for all Classroom Profilers 
and I highly recommend you invest in this about 30 minute 
professional read. The book’s details are below.

Congratulations Pete. We all wish you well in your PhD 
endeavours and look forward to benefitting from your research 
as a school leader.
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TIPS FOR RETURNING TO THE 
CLASSROOM AFTER COVID-19

1. EXPECTATIONS Make sure you revisit 
your expectations as part of your welcome 
back routine with your students. You may have 
done a fabulous job of teaching and reinforcing 
your expectations at the start of the year, but 
this won’t guarantee that your students will 
remember them - or what they look like, sound 
like and feel like. Model your expectations 
with your students and clarify any alternate 
interpretations!
2. Make sure your expectations are positively 
stated and visible in your room; between 3 and 
5 is ideal.
3. Refer to your expectations regularly or until 
your students are back in the groove of being 
at school. This may be hard for some students, 
particularly in relation to devices and social 
media. Many will have forgotten ‘how to do’ the 
school routine and you will have to work hard 
to re-establish a new routine.
4. Revisit your consequences, both positive 
and negative. Co-construct an updated version 
with your students and put it on display. Use 
these consequences as a proactive resource to 
prompt, encourage and remind. 
5. POSITIVE feedback – verbally or non-

verbally acknowledge the great behaviours 
your students are demonstrating. It could be as 
simple as a thumbs up or positive affirmation 
about seeing them again eg: “Great to see you 
looking so excited about being back at school”.
6. Get back into the habit of utilising your Top 5 
Strategies:
• Descriptive encouraging
• Cueing with parallel encouragement 
• Description of reality 
• Verbal redirecting to learning 
• Individual close talk
Using your Top 5’s will promote positive 
classroom environment for both yourself and 
your students. Remember, they often double up 
as positive feedback.

By Melisa Benge
LEVEL 2: Classroom Profiling Instructor
Heatley Secondary College, NQ Region.

FEEDBACK  |  EXPECTATIONS  |  ROUTINE
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For those of you out there who are trained in Classroom Profiling, 
you will see the clear links to the Australian Professional Standards 
for Teachers (APSTs) across all 3 domains of teaching – Professional 
Knowledge, Professional Practice and Professional Engagement.  
More detailed links to the seven Standards can be drawn when we 
examine the details included in both the frequency and flow sheets 
on a classroom profile.  

Classroom Profiling 
and the Australian 

Professional Standards 
for Teachers

In this newsletter, I would like to prompt classroom profilers to familiarise themselves with 
the APSTs as a valuable element that could be included in reflection discussions.  
Visit the AITSL website to build your knowledge on the APSTs and look for future newsletters, 
where we will drill down into the profiling sheet to draw specific links to some of the Standards. 
In the meantime, check out the link provided and see how the APSTs are reflected so well 
in all steps in the Classroom Profiling process.

Australian Institute for Teaching and School Leadership (2011) Australian Professional Standards for Teachers, Queensland College of Teachers version 
Victoria: Education Services Australia as the legal entity for the Standing Council on School Education and Early Childhood.

By Linda Bray 

CPA Inc. Executive 
Member
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Did you know?
The CPA Inc. is a NOT for PROFIT 
INCORPORATED ASSOCIATION.

The CPA Inc. is are not a business, and all of the 
Committee and Executive Management members are 
volunteers.
Membership fees go towards maintaining the 
processes associated with the operation of the 
Classroom Profiling Association Inc. including:
• accounting package subscription,
• social media contractor for newsletters,
• website licence agreement,
• CP data base maintenance,
• Employment of an Administration Officer 

Our Administration Officer Tracy Green works 12 
hours a week to assist with answering your inquiries. 
Tracy works Monday to Thursdays during school 
terms only i.e. not on school holidays. 

Inquiries include:
• Membership  
• Website access
• CP Membership Database management
• Certificates for instructors 
• Invoicing for certification fees when a new training 

level is attained
• Invoicing for membership renewals
• Processing and maintenance of Merchandise 

orders 
• Training inquiries 
• And more....
Tracy will answer you directly or forward your query 
to the most appropriate person on the CPA Inc. Team.
Inquiries aim to be answered within 2 days. 

The Profiler’s 
Profile

Name: Sandro Cossa
Profiling Level: CP Level 2
Teaching Area: Industrial 
Design and Technology
When were you trained? 
2002 (maybe, it was a long 
time ago)
Who trained you? Mark 
Davidson

When were you last profiled? March 2020
How were you first introduced to profiling? 
Mark Davidson was experimenting with profiling in 
Yarrabah in 1996. I was in my second year of teaching 
and Mark profiled me with the original profiling sheet. 
The sheet didn’t have much on it and it was an A4 
single page.  
How has profiling helped you become a better teacher?
It really helped me not to use my default methods of 
dealing with classroom behaviour. This was probably 
something that I inherited from my parents. I really like 
that it uses quality feedback and the power of reflection 
to identify strategies and ways to improve. 
What is your ‘go to’ classroom strategy? 
Peripheral Vision while working. I always find students 
in a workshop will always look around before attempting 
to do something wrong. 
Your 2012 Engineering lesson has helped train 
hundreds of other profilers. How does it make you feel 
that you have had a lasting impact in training others? 
Great! To be honest I actually did not feel it was a great 
lesson afterwards.
In your 2012 lesson Papa did not follow your instructions 
when removing a blade with the grinder. Did Papa ever 
learn from his mistake and listen better in the future? 
Ha ha, I am actually glad I provided a memorable 
event. It was a great levelling experience for him and I 
don’t think he really ever forgot it.
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Josh Roggenkamp and Allison Massingham here from Maryborough State High School. We’ve just 
completed our Classroom Profiling Instructor training remotely with Janet (a great experience – would 
definitely recommend it if it comes up again). Through the training we developed a ‘Double Dip List’ to help 
make things clear for new profilers. Thought you might also find it useful.

Frequency Sheet:

The Double Dip List 

Rules referred to: Teachers may utilise rule referrals as part of these strategies. There needs to be an 
explicit referral to the rules e.g. safety, respectful, active learner, which may not always happen. Use tally 
marks. 

Flow Sheet:

by Josh & Allison from 
Maryborugh SHS
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SO WHAT EXACTLY ARE THE MOST EFFECTIVE WAYS 
TO USE FEEDBACK IN EDUCATIONAL SETTINGS?

Although there is no quick or easy answer 
to this question, here are five research- 
based tips for providing students with 
the kind of feedback that will increase 
motivation, build on existing knowledge, 
and help them reflect on what they’ve 
learned.

BE AS SPECIFIC AS POSSIBLE 
In a review of the available research titled 

“The Power of Feedback”, Helen Timperley 
and John Hattie highlight the importance of 
supplying learners with specific information 
about what they are doing right or wrong.
For example, feedback like “Great job!” 
doesn’t tell the learner what he did right, 
and likewise, a statement such as “Not quite 
there yet” doesn’t give her any insight into 
what she did wrong and how she can do 
better the next time around. 
Instead, take the time to provide learners 
with information on what exactly they did 
well, and what may still need improvement. 
They also note that it can be helpful to tell 
the learner what he is doing differently than 
before.

THE SOONER THE BETTER 
Numerous studies indicate that 

feedback is most effective when it is given 
immediately, rather than a few days, weeks, 
or months down the line.
Of course, it’s not always possible to provide 
students with feedback right on the spot, but 
sooner is definitely better than later.

ADDRESS THE LEARNER’S 
ADVANCEMENT TOWARD A GOAL
When giving feedback, it should be 

clear to students how the information they 
are receiving will help them progress toward 
their final goal. 

PRESENT FEEDBACK CAREFULLY 
The way feedback is presented can 

have an impact on how it is received, which 
means that sometimes even the most well-
meaning feedback can come across the 
wrong way and reduce a learner’s motivation.
Three situations in which feedback could be 
counterproductive:
• When learners feel too strictly monitored: If 
learners feel that they are being too closely 
monitored, they might become nervous or 
self-conscious, and as a result, disengaged 
from learning.
• When learners interpret feedback as an 
attempt to control them rather than guidance 
on how to improve.
• When learners feel an uncomfortable sense 
of competition: Feedback shared in a group 
setting could cause learners to feel like they 
have to compete with their peers. This can 
be another source of disengagement in 
learning.

INVOLVE LEARNERS IN THE 
PROCESS  
The importance of involving learners 

in the process of collecting and analyzing 
performance-based data cannot be 
understated. Students need to know if they 
actually have mastered the material or not. 
Giving them information about the ways 
they are studying, reading, searching for 
information, or answering questions can be 
invaluable. 

Original Article – can be found on the 
Edutopia website: 5 Tips for Providing 
Students with Meaningful Feedback. 
Credit to Marianne Stenger for this article 
see the full article HERE.
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Interested in becoming a 
Classroom Profiling Instructor?

The CPA Inc. is excited to announce you can now do 
Classroom Profiling Instructors Training Level 1 on-
line. 
How it came about 
The CPA Inc. decided to work creatively with Covid -19 
restrictions. 
There was a trial group - the registered participants 
of a face-to-face course that was potentially cancelled 
accepted the challenge of being the trial group. 
How the course is structured
• A series of six modules were developed. 
• Each module contained a theory and or research 

component and a number of set of tasks for the 
participant to complete and submit. All modules 
had the focus of preparing the participants for 
running their own face-to-face training as soon as 
they could and with confidence! 

• Each module had a set of resources supplied to 
participants to either assist in completing the task 
or as a supplementary resource to support after 
they had completed the module tasks.

• Weekly skype meetings of the group and email 
correspondence with an experience CPA level 3 
Instructor where also an essential component of 
the course. 

Are you interested in become a Classroom Profiling 
Instructor through this model?
Contact the CPA Inc.  info@classroomprofiling.com 

What participants say
Always enjoy and learn new things when doing 
any Classroom Profiling Training. When the 
emailed Module arrived I sometimes found the 
tasks and workload a little daunting but this 
may have been due more to doing the training 
“remotely” at the same time as working remotely 
but overall still found it as an effective form of 
training. The skype sessions were particularly 
important and were a good tool for reflection on 
modules. Whilst I think the training in person 
would be my preferred option I still feel prepared 
and ready to deliver!  
Shane Stewart Cook, Bundaberg SHS 

The Classroom Profiling Instructor training was 
well organised, appropriately paced and delivered 
in a way which left us comfortable to get out and 
start training. There was plenty of time to do some 
self-reflection which helped us approach the PD 
with the right mindset. Doing it online gave us 
the flexibility to complete the training around our 
other duties and not have to rush through modules 
too quickly. Janet is an incredibly knowledgeable 
presenter, who is approachable, responsive, and 
honest in her delivery. We were encouraged to 
adapt our resources to our specific context and 
have ‘walked’ out confident in our ability to train 
up others. Would recommend it!
Josh Roggenkamp and Allison Massingham, 
Maryborough State High School
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CPA Inc. Merch Available to Order

Why not purchase some 
Classroom Profiling Merch to 
promote Classroom Profiling?

They are an excellent work 
uniform solution

Drink Bottles - $8
Caps - embroidered logo 
$12
Drinker Coolers - $8 (these 
are now only available as a 
limited supply get in quick)
USB white with logo 30 
GB - $15
USB  blue with CP logo 4 GB - $8.50
Stickers - $1.50
CP ‘Post-it’ Notes - $1.70
A5 Notebooks - $2.50 
Pens - $4.50 (We love a good quality pen)
Polo Shirts - $45 (shirts available in both 
womens and mens styles and sizes)

Postage will be added to your order. 
Order forms for either Merch or Clothing 
can be found on the CPA website here.

Many instructors and CP co-ordinators 
in schools are using these as give aways 
/incentives.
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RESTORE provides a restorative perspective that can inform how we plan for the return 
to the classrooms, playgrounds and corridors of physical schools.

It highlights seven key areas which, alongside learning, are where we need to stimulate thinking and 
make decisions in order to collectively move forward into a healthy ‘new normal’. The areas intersect, 
interconnect and affect each other, as we all do. RESTORE is a lens through which staff, children and 
parents can look at the strategy and plans that are needed for everyone’s well-being in a fast changing 
environment and for a safe and healthy return to school.

R RECOGNITION of what’s happened and that our experiences 
during lockdown have all been different, life-changing for many and 
significant for us all. How do we encourage everyone to share their 
story of the pandemic so far?

E EMPATHY for the mix of emotions that we have in response to 
events at home, in school, the community and in the wider world. 
How can we respond with empathy, compassion and self-care, 
whether we are staff, students or parents?

S SAFETY will be paramount, both emotional and physical. How do we 
re-establish a sense of safety for this new normal so that students are 
able to learn and all are able to thrive? How do we help those who may 
have felt unsafe whilst they’ve been away from school, feel safe again?

T TRAUMA is now a collective as well as an individual experience, 
how does the school community process this? How do we support 
people who have experienced very particular traumas during 
lockdown or who are facing an even more uncertain future?

O OPPORTUNITY to change what needs to be changed, to reflect on 
what matters to us and if we’d like to do anything differently. How do 
we learn from this experience, now that we know we can question 
even seemingly fixed aspects of our world?

R RELATIONSHIPS are key, as they always have been. How do we 
reconnect, and (re-)build inclusive, responsive relationship at all 
levels in school?

E ENGAGEMENT in our own health and well-being and with the 
issues that affect us: our teaching, learning and community. How do 
we foster a culture that enables staff and students to have ownership 
of and agency in their lives?

A NDYW I L L I A M S
C O N S U L T A N C Y

restoreourschools.com
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